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Myth claimed that somewhere on high in the ether, Nicky, King of the Pixees, regularly cast a plague 

of artists upon Toto, as punishment for its lack of cultural ambition. Toto was a dry and distant land 

with a savage colonial past, anxious to comply with the whims of the old world and quick to see a 

joke. The tale was repeated to visitors with just a hint of mockery, apropos mention of the biannual 

arts festival, a poorly attended affair that drew many foreign artists on generous subsidy. Toto knew 

its place, supposed the place of betters far higher, less constrained. The visitor caught the facetious 

undertone, sensed it was unwise to pursue the topic. Nicky was a mischievous sprite with world 

wide appeal, lurking where the numbers crunch to mush and pixels pose as problems. One was 

acquainted with him, if not by name. His realm was established practices, sacred precedents, the 

highways and byways of official channels. He moved among all branches, nimble and insouciant. He 

missed nothing. Nicky took the blame for a lot of things in the short term, while it was tactful not to 

probe further. He stood for expedience posing as accident, a monkey among mongoose.  

The visitor was left in no doubt guile was the better part of guidance as the tour passed through 

another re-constructed palace with its sprinkling of historical artefacts, its long, dim corridors and 

worn carpets. A small group trailed after the informative voice, parted once outside with elaborate 

farewells and made their ways through the maze of excavations, each with its safety railings and 

little signs in four languages. The guide returned to her table under a beach umbrella with a folding 

chair. Geoff Dittle wended his way back toward the bus stop, consulting his phone and noting the 

hour. He paused to photograph himself framed by the palace, tall, in light suit, head tilted in mock 

heroics. It was another hot, lazy afternoon and he donned sunglasses and panama as he drifted 

toward the end of a queue. The guide’s remarks about the upcoming arts festival had registered 

because Geoff was a visiting artist from the other side of the world, a painter on a four month 

residency at Sandlady University, an internationally funded institution over on the ’new’ side of the 

city. He was to participate in the festival in just a few weeks as the climax to his stay, would exhibit a 

suite of paintings completed throughout his time here. He looked forward to it for various reasons, 

completing his obligations and collecting the balance of his fee, meeting up with friends and fellow 

artists on the international circuit, before returning to his wife and young family. 

The capital of Toto was Naysanz, a fitfully modern city woven around an antique centre and vast 

port now largely devoted to mining. The port faced west onto The Pacific, the city sprawled across a 

barren plain that backed onto a steep mountain range way off to the east. Geoff strolled through the 

narrow alleys of the old quarter draped in cool shadow, tall white buildings on either side, dated pop 

music floating from tiny bars and cafes. He peeled off his pale jacket and hooked it over his shoulder 

as he headed back toward the main square – the vast National Plaza, the Presidential palace on one 

side, the seventeenth century Cathedral of St Egregios, national assembly and sundry government 

ministries on other sides. Drifting past cafe tables on a side street he spotted Morley, slouched in a 

corner, raising a terracotta mug to him, sipping from it with exaggerated refinement. They both 

laughed. Geoff dropped into an adjacent chair heavily, looked around for a waiter. Geoff was thirty-

eight, Morley some years older, a good deal seedier. Morley was a sometime journalist and 

occasional liaison officer for the British Embassy, ever impecunious, ever a fount of local gossip. 

Unshaven and crumpled, he was like a character from a Graham Green story. Geoff admired that, 

admired his savour faire, his insider’s casual contacts and droll humour. What he missed was the 
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calculated cliché. Morley was amused by Geoff as the career hipster, trust fund bohemian, 

inveterate playboy and hedonist.  

Geoff related his little tour, another chore discharged; his glancing appreciation of the ancient 

civilisations that once occupied this land. Such patience in their carving! Morley nodded sagely. 

Geoff was not given to sustained reflection or introspection. He was an action man, alive to the 

moment, indifferent to consequences. His painting technique bore stoic witness. Now he craved a 

squash partner, sipping an iced tea. Last week it had been a net with the ex-pat’s second eleven. Nor 

was he strictly a team player; that too entailed a certain amount of commitment and while not 

without ability, Geoff quickly tired of discipline. He had been a poor student, excused by privilege 

and frequent travel. He played up his early years of struggle: a squat in London – but fashionable, 

central London – and work in the theatre for meagre wages. But it never really squared with a wife 

and two children at that point and a prodigious library of new books and music. The money trail was 

taken for granted, camouflaged only by aching procrastination. He dressed well, dined well; rode an 

ample share of luck and favours. Morley spiced the conversation with familiar names and games, 

reaching the parts of town he no longer cared to or was capable of. Geoff returned serve 

effortlessly, anxious to match his network, display his footwork. Morley was a good listener. 

The talk turned to Nicky, king of glitches or whatever, as Geoff consulted his phone, disappointed to 

find no messages. Morley knew of Nicky, Old Nick and St Nick, Nicodemus and Nicole, the alluring 

newsreader back home, good nick and bad nick, Greek and Jewish connotations; a cosmopolitan 

undercurrent. He found it reassuring that such things took on a new mischievous complexion in a 

place like Toto. He eyed his empty mug. Geoff was troubled by the philistine drift to it, the blithe 

indifference to culture in any elevated form. He had frequently struck it elsewhere but here it 

seemed to take on a kind of nationalistic point of pride. Morley laughed and wondered if it were not 

the times as much as the place, the drive to reduce everything to commerce and popularity. ‘Totals’, 

as citizens of Toto were known, still relished pictures of loved ones, cartoons and amusements, 

stories and sentiment. But they were stripped of any deeper or higher purpose, were no more than 

fashion or sociol profile. They wanted songs to be just songs, crass and frivolous, an interval before 

resuming more material pursuits. Minstrels may as well be visitors, a brief irritation; their brittle, 

allusive songs would be absorbed slowly, cautiously, negotiated through a stream of local echoes. 

They soon rose and parted, Geoff continuing on his way across the square, past the inevitable 

central fountain and statuary, the ranks of palms to the tram terminus. He enjoyed being on his own, 

always had. The city was not small, around four million or so, but the centre was easily navigated. He 

took a tram south, on a broad tree-lined boulevard that crossed the Orio, one of two rivers that 

forked around the old city. On the south bank the modern city was wealthy but bland, anonymous 

office blocks and high-rise apartments. His campus lay toward the outskirts, in what had once been a 

manufacturing sector, around half an hour in mild traffic. When in doubt he consulted his phone, 

was grateful for the local apps, translating, recommending, enquiring and cautioning by voice.  Toto 

had been a Spanish colony until early in the nineteenth century when Britain attacked French naval 

vessels there and then annexed it following a failure in negotiations. The native population suffered 

at each turn, adapted and integrated with successive waves of colonists or fled. Spanish remained 

the principal language but English was widely spoken, used in advertising and one of the city’s 

newspapers. The trams were sleek, efficient; German with welcome air-conditioning.   

Geoff had been expecting a call from his wife Robyn, but kept forgetting the time zone difference. 

Was she still in Saint Francis? Had school term ended? Would she be in Aachen by now or had she 

gone on to Cork? He could not remember their shifting itinerary or the time zones. When he reached 

Sandlady University it was a long walk across the spacious new campus to the School of Fine Arts, 

then down a covered walkway across lawns to the studio annex, on the banks of some tributary to 

the Orio. Shadows were long and the place deserted by the time he swiped his card and entered. His 
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phone muttered something he did not catch and he paused, looking at it and asked “What?” No 

reply came and he drifted down the dark corridor to his studio and keyed his PIN. Full-length 

windows looked across lush gardens beside the creek. It had originally been some administrative 

niche but funding and opportunity had seen it converted into a generous studio with additional 

lighting and plumbing. Heavy fumes of turpentine, thinners and oils still hung in the room, despite 

extractor fans.  

On the floor a large canvas had been loosely stretched over sheets of black plastic to prevent it 

becoming glued to the floor while splashed and mopped with thin, pale coats concocted in a bucket. 

The results had pooled into sickly clouds over a clumsy rendering of figures on a hillside. Geoff, 

kicked off his shoes and stood in clammy socks to one side, contemplating the development 

critically. He saw his work as a variety of grunge, slacker and outsider subversion. It could not be 

rushed, could not be tidied or planned. It would happen or it would not. A skip in the loading bay 

attested to a daunting rate of nots. Geoff put on music, squatted by a corner, examining a 

particularly uninviting puddle. Out of the corner of his eye a flashing light on his desktop alerted him 

to messages. As he straightened and turned, he skidded on the black plastic in a frantic dance and 

toppled sideways onto the painting with a little splash of colourful expletives. He sprang up furiously, 

looking down at his shirt and trousers. His jacket had escaped, having been draped over the back of 

a chair. Yet again he reproved himself for not changing into overalls upon entering. They were there, 

hanging up, virtually pristine. He sighed, stripping off the shirt and trousers and reaching for rags as 

he hobbled toward the desktop on a twisted ankle.  

He activated everything and found recorded messages from Alamo, the residency supervisor and 

Robyn. Alamo, a white haired, elaborately courteous academic enquired after his exhibition 

schedule. Geoff didn’t want to stretch anything (meaning the canvases over wooden supports) until 

the end of next week, which was cutting it fine for the installation in the university gallery, 

catalogues and all but he was confident there would be four large works and six smaller works on 

paper, which he would despatch to a framer tomorrow. Actually he hadn’t planned that at all, he 

just said it to sound like he was on top of everything. But since he was sitting in front of a screen 

camera bare-chested and spattered in paint, the effect may have been less convincing than he 

supposed. Robyn looked terrific, smiling bravely in the northern winter somewhere, her short dark 

hair tucked under a white knitted beanie. The plan was now for her to bring all the kids to the 

festival opening, school holidays having released the two eldest from their exclusive prep schools. 

Robyn laughed, watching something off camera. Single sex schools were her idea. But the plan had 

been for him to join them all at their new home in Cork after the exhibition. That had been a month 

ago. Things were tight and he disliked the added pressure, he disliked the whole festival razzmatazz. 

He paused before replying.  

He did not see his work as really belonging on the global circuit even though he was regularly 

included. He saw himself as the exception that proved the rule. The festivals and surveys were 

official, safe, sanitised art, smoothly declaring approved social issues, accepted policies and worthy 

causes. He wanted none of their simplistic messages. Curators were just obsequious bureaucrats 

intent upon their own career plans. Geoff knew the score but could not resist the challenge of 

competing with them. He had a competitive streak, quietly. He had his own agenda, allies and 

supporters. But he needed elbow room to manoeuvre; he did not want his family crowding him. He 

could not say that to Robyn though. That would be opening an old, old wound. But she knew his 

position and she knew this visit announced some new adjustment to their marriage. He wandered 

back to the canvas on the floor, curious now about the impact of his latest effort. Actually it had 

improved that side of the picture, given the landscape more definition. He stood there, pondering 

whether to don shirt and trousers again and repeat the exercise on the other side of the canvas. 
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Eventually he returned to the desktop and recorded a brief reply, pretending to be desperately busy. 

This time his appearance added conviction.  

By now it had grown dark outside and the studio was lit only by an adjustable lamp above the 

desktop. Geoff wheeled his swivel chair over to the foot of the canvas, studied it hopelessly, 

retrieved his phone from his discarded trousers’ pocket and called an old friend.  Christine Strachan 

was presently based in Brisbane and whatever the time zone was there, she was unavailable. Geoff 

had showered and donned his overalls and with his hair slicked back looked cool, calm and collected. 

He paused to summon a suitably business-like mood. She was to be a very late inclusion in the 

festival, engineered by Geoff, by way of contacts in the administration. It was something he had 

talked about with her in Saint Francis and later she had sent follow-up messages. They had been 

amusing, at first. He was happy to belatedly confirm. She would be notified through her Saint Francis 

gallery within days. He smiled his winning smile and then added with a sigh that his wife and family 

would now be joining him for the opening. There was a little pause. She would know what that 

meant. Then he ended the message. He sat there for a while listening to ambient music in the 

gloom, unable to do anything more to the canvas. He scooted his chair back over to the desktop, 

started going through his libraries of images, trawling for inspiration.  

Later there was another call. This too was not to his phone but the desktop – annoyingly. It was 

another artist in town for the festival, Steve Reyes. He was Canadian, tall with a pony tail, a few 

years younger than Geoff and part of a collective called RE-CON. They collected – sometimes 

unearthed – discarded industrial machinery parts and fixtures and ‘reconstructed’ fictive products 

and processes, often macabre, in expansive installations with spoof archaeology. The work was 

ingenious but dry, required careful reading. This evening Steve cheerfully demanded to know Geoff’s 

whereabouts, refused to believe he was still in that stinking studio. Had he eaten? Would he join 

them for a pizza and then take a late night run down the coast to Bahia de Los Angeles in 

preparation for a spot of surfing at dawn? Geoff beamed back, how could he refuse? 
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Christine saw the message but sensing the worst, delayed reading it. She was a visiting lecturer at a 

university in Brisbane and was putting the finishing touches to her final presentation. Her reputation 

as a controversial performance-video artist generated offers in teaching, herded the practice quietly 

into academia and bolstered her income. She appreciated the situation but took it as a spur to 

greater adventure in her work. She worked both sides of the street, in other words. Her job, as she 

saw it, was not so much to raise the bar as shift the goal posts, mess with standards. In her lectures 

she would identify past achievements across the field, her place within that, but she kept future 

options to herself, said little about her own plans. Polite students wondered what her marking 

would be like, eyed one another, bemusedly. She was Australian, originally from Sydney, but had 

spent most of her career overseas. She first met Geoff in Hong Kong five years ago which had 

resulted in a silly one night stand. It recurred later that year in London and the following year in Saint 

Francis, several times. They were silly to continue but it seemed harmless enough. He told her he 

was married and she told him he was naughty. They were both ambitious, both essentially loners. 

But deep down they both knew a business proposition when they saw one. She wanted some of the 

momentum from his career and network; he wanted the attraction her looks provided.  

Her videos largely traded on her tall, shapely beauty and stunning singing. She had started as a pop 

singer in her teens and gradually became more interested in staging and special effects. The work 

became more extravagant, eccentric and erotic, balanced by absurd humour, slapstick timing. It 

became more challenging as music or drama, too challenging for pop music and its niche in the fine 

art world she knew would be brief without further development and support. She read the message 

later that afternoon. She thought hard before replying. In some ways it was better that they would 

not seeing much of one another in Naysanz. But it would mean she would have to work harder on 

some introductions she had set her heart on. Naysanz was a small but adventurous festival, for the 

moment larger ones in Europe and North America looked to it for trends. It was a golden 

opportunity. It was important that she nail the right names in the administration, at the right time. 

In any case, Geoff’s use-by date was definitely nearing and everyone, including Geoff, knew it. She 

thanked him gratefully and pulled her disappointed face to end the message. 

The dates had always been convenient and since her work consisted of just digital files, travel would 

not be difficult. Her laptop and versatile phone were all she would need. She gave a lot more 

thought to her wardrobe. The itinerary was busy – she had volunteered for as much exposure as she 

could get, on panels, workshops, floor talks and presentations. The competition was fierce. Image 

was all important, hard to get just right. She wanted to be taken seriously but did not want to seem 

dry and doctrinaire, wanted to be ironic but not too subtle nor obvious. It was a tricky balance. She 

had been taking dress cues from some of her academic colleagues and then trying some sort of spin, 

maybe the wrong shoes or a hat, but that all seemed a bit tame for a grander stage. Then, by 

chance, watching late night television, she started thinking about period costume. Again, it could not 

be anything too extreme or recent. It had to have just that slight edge. She found herself trawling 

through sixties science fiction series. The trick would be to keep it generic, avoid modelling it upon 

any particular character or series. She liked the very simple uniforms in pastel colours, plain tops 
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with perhaps a military or corporate badge, high necklines with occasionally a little collar, narrow 

slacks or miniskirts and suede boots. It was there, it was retro in slow-mo, but it was not in your 

face. The effect was a little like tracksuits but understated, for other occasions. There were metallic 

jumpsuits, probably lame, but they were too camp. There were little caps and capes, dainty shoulder 

bags worn as sashes. It all had a vaguely innocent/puritanical vibe. And it was all working for her, if 

she could just find a costumer on the web. Then there was the hair. She grabbed reference photos, 

but the real question was who could she trust?  

It was almost worth a trip to Sydney to her trusted partner in crime, old Nancy Nankervis. ‘Nanky’ 

was not old enough to remember the period obviously, but had worked as a stylist on productions 

set in the period. Soon there were calls, photos exchanged, digital mock-ups using her full face, 

profile and back of head, discussion of makeup and hair colouring. It was reaching the point of no 

return when Nancy announced she had an appointment with a movie star at the studios some way 

south of Brisbane. She dropped names, arched an eyebrow. It was do-able, probably in an evening. 

The look was a modified bouffant (easily maintained) with long question-mark curls hanging like 

sideburns. Her blonde hair would have a slight orange tint, together with the preferred mascara and 

eye shadow the effect would be drop dead. Lipstick was a whole other conversation. Of course it 

was all costing her a fortune and haste was significantly adding to that but this was a career move, 

after all. Anything less would be a fatal loss of nerve.  

The flight was via Mexico City. Christine travelled in normal clothes, took off her glasses for passport 

checks and kept an eye out for artist colleagues. They reached Naysanz at dusk and she could see 

very little from her window. She was trying to remember who was supposed to meet her. Her gallery 

had handled most of the paperwork and she had skimmed over travel and hotel details, intent upon 

other targets. She collected her suitcases from the carousel and was looking for the exit when a 

voice behind her called out. Partly it was his accent, running her names together; partly it was the 

pronunciation of her surname as ‘Stracken’ that failed to register. Eventually he pushed a placard 

with her name scrawled in bold capitals under her nose and she stopped, startled. He took a deep 

breath and introduced himself as Luis Fuentes. He was young, in white shirt and tie, smiling 

hopefully as he explained he was to escort her to her place of stay. She held up a finger as she 

consulted her phone, found her assigned guide’s number and called Lucia. Lucia was young and 

beautiful and currently appeared to be in the back of a limousine. She apologised abjectly for being 

unable to meet her and confirmed that Luis would take her to her mother’s. At this late date it had 

been difficult to secure a suitable hotel room and her mother was anxious to help the festival. 

Christine flipped the phone around to identify Luis, then, satisfied, allowed him to haul one of the 

suitcases out to the taxi rank.  

He looked around in the warm, shuffling evening and hailed a mini-bus from somewhere in the 

darkness. They loaded the cases and he slid open the passenger door for her. He joined the driver in 

the front and introduced ‘Jesus’ who flashed gold teeth at her, not entirely reassuring for an only 

passenger. The ride into the city was long and flat on a highway that eventually rose over junctions 

than dipped beneath others. The lights of Naysanz were indistinguishable from any other city. They 

swung onto lesser roads past the usual high rise apartments and offices, the usual cars parked in the 

street, the usual pedestrians. Finally they began to wind their way down narrow alleys where the 

peeling white stucco buildings looked more like generic antique Latino inner city. Luis, concluding a 

long and amusing anecdote with Jesus, informed her that this was the old French Quarter, 

maintained in the hope of tourism and at the mercy of developers. They wheeled around a couple 

more corners and arrived at a stately square. It looked more like the location of embassies or 

professions but Luis bounced up the steps of an imposing specimen with arched doorway canopy 

and columns and rang the bell before promptly returning to the mini-bus for the luggage. A maid 

opened the door and paused, recognising Christine but unable to remember her name. She was 
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ushered through to a room at the back, overlooking some sort of park or shared back garden. 

Everything was very old and beautiful, even the en suite.  

Dinner was seafood antipasto with warm rolls and white wine, fine as far as it went, but with 

Christine that was not very far. Señora Castillo - Doña Antonina – was very much a grand dame, in 

designer black with short silver hair, bifocals and a tablet massaged by weary hands. Her head 

inclined to one side, her large dark eyes penetrating, her English excellent. She picked at the food, 

abstemiously. Daughter Lucia was youngest of four girls and two boys. The family were bankers with 

long connections to the fishing industry. Christine was not called upon to describe or explain her 

work, it was enough she had been on a notorious London chat show and held a doctorate. In the 

morning Lucia arrived around ten and found them in the sun room, the full length windows and 

many pot plants might have passed for a greenhouse. There was a large screen set high on a wall 

babbling the latest local news but the sound had been turned down. Lucia wore her long dark hair 

up and a pale pants suit. She removed her monster white sunglasses with a flourish, beaming. 

Christine had spoken to her a couple of times previously and found her smaller in real life but just as 

lively. Lucia loved Christine’s new outfit and hair, declaimed them to her mother who had noticed 

the hair last night. Christine had basically brought three outfits which could be mixed and matched, 

with cream calf-length boots or grey ankle-length boots. Actually the ankle-length ones were just 

slippers she had found at the last moment and painted. But they matched the look perfectly. She 

also had plimmies as a fall-back. 

They drove to festival headquarters in Lucia’s smart little red two-door with sunroof. It was smart 

because it was new and cute and because driving was largely automated. There was a steering 

wheel and pedals but Lucia preferred to leave them deactivated and let the car do the driving. She 

clipped her phone to the dash and checked messages. Christine did the same. The car flowed onto 

larger avenues and weaved its way south, across the Orio to an office block where the eighth floor 

was dedicated to festival administration. Lucia explained that the festival was an all-year-round job, 

encompassing much more than just the arts. There was a vast amusement and trade fair on the 

northern side of the city that was always popular; sporting carnivals and a religious feast. All 

occurred in close, overlapping timeframes. It was the main season for tourism right now before the 

weather grew too warm. It was all the more surprising then, to Christine, to discover the vast open-

plan office was virtually deserted. There was just a sprinkling of desks here and there, a lot of cables 

and equipment lying on dusty old carpet and a cluster of vending machines more or less central. 

Distant cries of “Hola!” echoed across the expanse as they entered. Lucia waved and made a beeline 

for two desks by the windows. She explained the location was part of a sponsorship deal, temporary 

but convenient.  

Clarita and Baya greeted them, clearly of the same circle as Lucia. There were introductions, forms 

updated; adjustments to the itinerary. Everyone peered from one screen to another.  A press 

conference was scheduled in the afternoon where Christine would be announced, along with two 

other late inclusions. Clarita whose English was very American accented, wondered if Christine had 

been in touch with Geoff? Their relationship was hardly a secret, but still, Christine was a little taken 

aback at this frank presumption. One did these things with an eye to publicity, certainly, but forgot 

they had a life of their own. She shook her head politely, the other three exchanging darting looks. 

Clarita explained that they had been unable to contact him. His wife had also failed and in turn 

contacted them. She was due to join him next week. He was not at Sandlady; the school had run 

several checks. Christine could only add sincerely that she had had no contact with him recently, 

could not help. There were little shrugs and Christine and Lucia left to join a seminar with local 

artists at a small co-operative gallery and then inspect the venue where her videos would play.  

Her venue was an adjunct to the city library, in what had once been a monastery. It was favourably 

dark and cool but there was a lot of through-traffic. People used it as a short cut to an underground 
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station. A technician, Arnold, went over the details for the multi-channel six screen presentation. 

Christine showed him previous installations on her laptop and site. He nodded and they discussed 

size and make of screens, volume levels. She would have liked some kind of seating, just a bench 

here and there but that was unlikely. Arnold shook his head gently. His eyes were a sympathetic 

green. The library would object. The furniture would be their property; they would not risk it in a 

semi-public space. The council would object to obstacles in a semi-public thoroughfare. Arnold and 

his assistant would install tomorrow and call her when completed. As they made their way back to 

the car, Lucia explained it would probably be four or five days before the installation was up and 

working. Arnold was a lecturer at the local technical college and was struggling with the workload. 

Lucia liked him and flashed her eyes. Christine liked him, everything was simple and direct; at least 

there were no cynical smirks or shrugs following her instructions. The seminar with local artists had 

been no more than a courtesy on the part of the festival but Christine quickly realised the local 

artists were there for her praise rather than to offer theirs. It was a familiar situation and usually 

some tactful balance was struck but here the mostly older ladies and their crafts declined any middle 

ground. In truth their work had little to recommend it. As far as Christine could see, they were tepid, 

tasteful little rehearsals of bygone styles. They had mastered techniques but had found no voice, no 

distinction. Moreover, they saw no reason to pursue one. 

She was reminded of complaints Geoff had made early in his residency. Even at the university the 

emphasis in art was on competence, conformity to a hopelessly compromised tradition. They were 

sweet and obliging but the overseas world might as well have been outer space. They had no real 

understanding because they had no real motivation. It was all an elaborate exercise in tolerance and 

diplomacy. All that would hold their interest was frivolous or topical distractions. At the seminar her 

outfit had succeeded too well in claiming attention and dominated discussion for nearly twenty 

minutes, labouring over fabrics, colours, cuts and finish. Her polite smiling muscles were cramping 

before she could ease the conversation around to a video and this had only prompted dull 

comparisons with pop videos by revered sirens. For them, art was about reassurance, pacification. 

They thanked her afterwards but the words MASSIVE FAIL hovered before her eyes. The score did 

not improve at the press conference, which was held at the National Gallery, an ancient building 

with unfortunate revisions and extensions on a square not unlike her current address. In the press 

room there was the usual long table with microphones in front of each seated guest, each leaning 

forward on folded arms, head lowered to the microphone to answer questions.  

The compere was Alberto Cuevas, a rising star on the curatorial circuit, originally from Zenevuela. He 

was at the top of Christine’s bucket list. Everyone wanted a piece of Alberto just now, a small man, 

thirty-something, balding with large dancing eyes behind heavy framed glasses, given to biting his 

nails and chain smoking. He thanked the assembled press corps and introduced his three late 

inclusions. He motioned to each and cued slides of their respective work on the screen behind them. 

Aldo and Herman were ethnographic photographers whose prints were subject to curious 

degradations across file types. Murmurs greeted the mention of Christine and she nodded as 

cameras flashed their appreciation. Alberto ran through his rationale firstly in Spanish, then English 

but it was halting, convoluted. Questions from the floor wanted to know about the troubled 

locations of the photographs, Northern Pakistan and Western Iraq, queried whether a little more 

context would be helpful. Alberto disagreed. He was not presenting a current affairs programme. 

Someone asked why Christine had been included? She was hardly a discovery anymore. Alberto saw 

it as balancing his theme of ‘Waiting’ with performance and video work not normally associated with 

the theme, but enlightening all the same. The prominence of processed folk music in Strahan’s work 

was also a useful link to the festival’s concerts. Someone pointed out to Christine that her 

appearance coincided with the disappearance of Geoff Dittle, and wondered mischievously if there 

was a connection? The room sniggered and Christine stared down the questioner. 
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Before she could answer, Alberto motioned her to stop. He denied Geoff had departed and affirmed 

his show at the Sandlady Gallery would open as planned at the end of the week. There was an 

awkward silence; one or two more questions about venues then Alberto brought proceedings to a 

close. Christine had been watching him since he motioned to her with the flat of his hand. He 

seemed to avoid looking in her direction. They filed out into a foyer and this time Christine sensed 

she could engage him, but as she neared, another woman claimed his attention, wanted to show 

him something on her phone. They seemed to know one another, pretty well. Christine hovered 

patiently. Then, just as Alberto drew away, someone tugged at her sleeve. She turned to find Luis, 

looking very stylish and well groomed, grinning sheepishly. He confessed he had not known who she 

was at the airport but was impressed by the introduction. He nodded toward the press room. He 

was a writer, for the moment only of children’s stories and cartoons, but he sensed she was pointing 

him in the direction he should take. Did she understand? She glanced around to see Alberto 

departing. Then she looked for the woman, spied her in a corner. She apologised to Luis and asked 

him if he knew her? He identified her as Tilda Russo, an Argentine curator and consultant. He 

nodded admiringly and added “pretty hot, huh?”  
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She was certain Geoff had mentioned a Tilda. It was likely he had dated her and more, frankly. And it 

would be interesting to know if he had used her to get close to Alberto or she had used him for that 

purpose. She did not voice these concerns however as she stood watching Tilda. Her eyes narrowed 

with the implications. Luis loitered uncomfortably then made his farewell. Christine glanced around 

for Lucia without luck. She was on the point of approaching Tilda when she too departed. Christine 

watched her closely, irresistibly drifted after her, had the feeling Tilda too was avoiding looking in 

her direction. It was dusk outside, the little square a carousel of headlights under silhouetted palms. 

She paused on the forecourt, searching for Lucia’s car, listening to distant buskers. Out of the corner 

of her eye someone hailed her. It was Lindsay and Rosalind, a couple of studio assistants she knew 

from Dili, here to assemble a massive metal sculpture by Roland Cartwright, the latest Californian art 

star. They exchanged news and gossip; she was careful not to mention Geoff, then they continued to 

a nearby cafe. There was still no sign of Lucia. Then she discovered a message from her on her 

phone. She had been called away on an errand and would return as soon as possible. Christine told 

her not to worry and that she would see her in the morning, with a little smile. Lucia was in her little 

car somewhere and nodded, absentmindedly. 

They sat at a table outside, exchanging itineraries and hopes. Surrounding tables turned out to hold 

other guests working on the festival. Christine recognised good friends Margaret and daughter Helen 

from London. Helen was now a post-grad somewhere. They in turn introduced others, pulled up 

chairs, ordered drinks. At some point someone mentioned Geoff’s disappearance to her. She was as 

baffled as anyone. A young Srebran intern had heard he drowned and that the festival was trying to 

cover it up. Others begged details. Goran said they should talk to the Canadian team RE CON. They 

had a member missing as well. The bodies had not yet been recovered, could not be confirmed. The 

news was greeted by healthy scepticism. It seems they had gone down to Bahia de Los Angeles, 

about a hundred kilometres south, where reefs generated excellent surfing. There had been a series 

of archaeological digs there and one of the RE CON team had been an archaeologist, knew about the 

place and surfed. Christine was pretty sure Geoff did not surf. He was adequate on a skateboard, by 

her reckoning and perhaps assumed the skills would transfer but he was originally from 

Northampton. Then again, he was Geoff. She said nothing, followed the conversation intently. 

Someone else explained that the Bay of Angels was famous for its prehistoric settlements. The land 

was very steep and rocky and a honeycomb of caves. The wind howled and whistled through them, 

but there were also smaller holes, deliberately bored through rock walls that added other notes to 

the whistling, depending on the direction of the wind. Traditionally these were regarded as the 

songs of the spirits or angels, hence the name. They dated back probably to the Stone Age. 

Christine was imagining the place, fascinated. Someone was explaining where RE CON’s festival 

venue was – a disused railway shed down toward the docks. There were jokes about the range of 

venues, comparisons with other cities. After, as they parted, she shared an auto-cab with Margaret 

and Helen who were impressed with her exclusive address. They planned to meet again tomorrow 

evening. Christine used a side entrance, keyed in a PIN. The house was deadly quiet, dimly lit. In her 

room she undressed and lay on her bed, feeling a little drunk. She dreamed about the Bay of Angels, 
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the whistling, howling caves. In the dream the rock was dark brown or red, the surfaces jagged and 

sharp. Archaeologists directed her on a narrow path through the rocks. They gestured with spatulas, 

spoke an unknown language. She called out to someone in the caves but the pounding sea drowned 

out any answer. The path wound down toward the surging waves and Christine stopped to take off 

her top and slacks, place them on a ledge. She continued in bra and knickers into a grotto, the 

howling and whistling teasing her. Her demeanour was patient, business-like. The water was 

surprisingly warm and the incoming current strong. She stretched out arms in either direction to find 

firm grips in the rock wall, her legs too split for traction. She felt each wave surge between her legs, 

rise up and churn against her crotch with an erotic force. She was reminded of her childhood pet dog 

thrusting his nose between her legs, craving a scent. She almost felt the rounded, urgent force of his 

snout in the water; felt overwhelmingly aroused as she braced for the next wave.  

Then she awoke with a moan. It took a moment to realise where she was. She lay there, dazed, 

looking around the dim room. On the desk her laptop was open for some reason; the light from the 

screen illuminated the rest of the room. Then she realised the screen was not just open but 

projecting a flickering movie on the wardrobe on the other side of the room. She was sure she had 

not left the laptop open. She sat up and realised her knickers were wet, went to the bathroom and 

changed into a nightshirt. A muffled voice brought her back to the doorway, regarding the screen. 

The image seemed to be an out-of-focus cartoon, some little robotic figure moving back and forth in 

a loop with a sequence of whistles and roar of loud static occasionally interrupted by a soft voice. It 

was a male voice. It was saying “...in case,” of something, possibly “Just in case...” She moved closer, 

turned up the sound, listened repeatedly. Was she imagining it as Geoff’s voice? Was she imagining 

that it said “Just in case, don’t...” something? “Don’t come?” She tried to find where the movie had 

come from, how it had been downloaded. There was something wrong with her email app. She 

checked her phone and found a string of messages had failed to arrive or be accepted. There was a 

pop-up telling her to contact her provider. She distrusted it. She turned everything off. 

In the morning it felt like the whole thing had been a dream. The movie had disappeared from her 

laptop, her phone messages were back to normal. She sat at her laptop checking her apps and 

documents for a long time, reflecting on yesterday’s events. She realised she could not afford to 

ignore Geoff’s disappearance. Alberto’s behaviour was puzzling but showed there were professional 

implications. It was now part of the scene here. If she wanted to get onside with Alberto she had to 

at least know what his game was. And the bottom line was self-preservation, as always. She did not 

want to end up on the wrong side of these things. Today she wore a grey pink top with a wide white 

ornamental belt around the hips and short skirt – it could be worn as just a miniskirt – today with 

slimline charcoal purple slacks. All her outfits had long sleeves, it was a prim look but she fretted 

about the weather in what supposed was a tropical climate. Luckily today was again overcast and 

mild. While waiting for Lucia she researched Tilda Russo. It was true she made the most of her 

charms, with a predictable, slightly vulgar taste for the discerning eye. But Tilda was more than just a 

pretty face. She acted as an art consultant for big international corporations, chaired grants and 

sponsorship programmes and her former partners had been ambassadors. In theory, she was no 

rival for Alberto’s attentions, professionally speaking, but professionally speaking was rarely the 

whole conversation. Alberto did not seem to have been entirely enamoured of her attentions and 

Christine could see why. What she could not see was what business they did. In the car she asked 

Lucia about Tilda but was told little more than the web had. After a pause Lucia added that Tilda was 

not that interested in the avant-garde. Her tastes were more main-stream. 

They drove out to Sandlady University where Christine was to join a panel discussion with three 

other visiting video artists. It was held at the School of Art and the topic of Geoff loomed tacitly. In 

the car Lucia busied herself with her phone and a string of messages. Christine took in the passing 

light industrial sector. The panel discussion attracted just five students and the convenor was 
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tempted to cancel it. But Ryan Wall, one of the senior video artists suggested they relax the forum, 

invited the students to draw their chairs around the table and to simply discuss art more generally. 

Christine knew Ryan and one of the other artists. Their conversation tended to be technical, about 

lenses, sensors, lighting and microphones. The students wanted to know about career paths, sales, 

royalties and fees. Ryan was charming and candid, as always. He told them he never thought about 

those things. He could not do his work if he did. They were afterthoughts. Christine noticed Lucia at 

the back of the hall, deep in conversation with two of the school staff. Her demeanour was bubbly, 

but quietly she had her conscientious side. The panel lasted for about forty minutes and then the 

convenor, Bonita Brown, concluded proceedings apologetically and everyone drifted away. Ryan 

would have invited Christine and the others to lunch except that he wasn’t sure there would be a 

lunch now, he joked. They all vowed to visit Christine’s installation. 

Lucia strolled over and told her the police had now commenced a search for Geoff and another man 

down at the Bay of Angels. It was on the news. There was just no getting away from the thing. 

Christine held her breath, tried to think what to say. They walked out to the car park and she asked 

Lucia if they could visit the RE CON site? Lucia suggested just calling them or calling them first but 

Christine didn’t think she could say much on the phone. Even with screens, some things were better 

face to face. They drove back into town, across the river and swung west toward the harbour and 

into an old rundown area of warehouses and railway yards. Lucia didn’t know the area well but the 

address seemed to have been inserted into the car’s navigation as well as on a series of temporary 

street signs. They walked along rusted tracks until they reached steps up onto a long platform under 

an elegant antique roof. The whole thing was probably over a hundred years old. Further inside, the 

site was a hive of dust and bustle with mobile cranes and little Bobcats hauling ancient steel and 

wood components this way and that. RE CON was basically the Tuggis brothers, Earl and Vernon, 

originally from Little Rock, currently based in Toronto. They had a team of five supplemented with 

around fifteen local labourers. Yellow taped cordons ushered visitors through the rambling, 

deafening site. There was a stack of yellow safety helmets for visitors. The din made it hard for 

introductions and Earl grimaced and shook his head, pointed to his ear hopelessly then gestured 

toward an office to the back. They followed. 

He was thickset, in his forties wearing faded blue bib overalls and no shirt. His shoulders were hairy. 

His monster eyebrows knitted with the effort to be civil. His mood was testy, sullen. Vernon joined 

them, taller with gold rimmed spectacles and an old-fashioned floppy engineer’s cap and leather 

gauntlets. His rolling eyes had a comic, owlish quality. Christine explained her purpose, just wanted 

to know the circumstances of Geoff’s disappearance, presumed drowning. Surfing seemed unlike 

him. Earl shook his head adamantly, told Lamont to get Steve in here. “He did not drown”, he replied 

deliberately. “He returned to Naysanz that morning. He was dropped off at the National Square.” 

The whole story of his drowning had been concocted by the festival days later for some reason. Earl 

shook his head seeking divine patience. He suspected it was some sort of sensational scandal for 

publicity or a diversion to what Geoff had actually done next. What had Geoff done next? No-one 

seemed to know. He was dropped off at the National Square around eleven by Steve Reyes and Jim 

Olsen and that was the last anyone connected with RE CON saw of him. Lamont returned and 

introduced Steve Reyes. He was tall with a ponytail and tattoo sleeves. He grinned sheepishly and 

verified the story. He, with Jim and Peter, both keen surfers, met Geoff for a pizza and drove down 

to the Bay of Angels later that night for some dawn surfing on the tide. Geoff didn’t surf. He mostly 

explored the caves and the ancient ruins. By seven they were on their way back, minus Peter who 

had decided to stay and work on a new archaeological dig that was going on there. Peter had 

originally been an archaeologist. So, they were a man down, then? Christine suggested. Earl 

conceded that but denied he had disappeared or drowned. Peter Manning drown? The guy was 

unsinkable! It was an impossibility. Earl had given the police his number. He offered to call him now, 

to corroborate their story. 
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Christine declined, glanced across at Lucia who watched on intently. The mystery had only 

deepened. At least this way, Geoff was still alive somewhere. But where?  Back in the car she 

wondered whether it was Alberto’s doing or someone higher? Lucia was non-committal and could 

only drop her off near the National Square, apologising, before continuing to festival headquarters. 

Christine wandered around the side streets window shopping, listening to buskers. She had a call 

from Arnold, apologising for delays in her installation. He had been unable to obtain two of the 

screens of the desired size. It would take a few more days but he was confident everything would be 

ready for the official opening on Monday. He gave her a crestfallen but hopeful look. She thanked 

him, stoically. That seemed the least of her problems really. She sat in a cafe where a waitress took 

her order and admired her outfit. That ought to have done something for her, but it didn’t. She sat 

there watching a big screen above the counter where a news story on Geoff’s disappearance played. 

There was a short clip of Geoff taken from an interview somewhere, looking rakish with long hair 

and five o’clock shadow, a pale blue sports jacket over dark blue polo shirt. What a hunk. His voice 

had been muted under commentary. Then there was aerial footage of police vehicles at the Bay of 

Angels, presumably. They had cordoned off the cark park near a kiosk. It was a barren place, mostly 

grey sand with grey outcrops of rock. Then there was a brief clip of Alberto hurrying indoors 

somewhere, brushing past reporters.  

She was still no closer to Alberto’s motivations or plans but at least now she had a few days free to 

devote to the problem. She needed to concentrate on meeting him somewhere. She called 

Margaret. Margaret was working for the Australian Cultural Attaché, supplying interviews and 

background on the festival for various government and media sites. There was a grant in there 

somewhere and Margaret knew the ropes. Her husband Ian was a senior public servant. She 

sympathised with Christine’s predicament and would see what she could discover. In the meantime 

the two dined and schmoozed and in the following days toured museums and historical churches, 

watched for announcements, opportunities. Alberto was nowhere to be seen. His assistant Hernan 

attended most of the functions and there was a marked loss of momentum to events. Hernan was 

mostly bluffing and the house knew. Margaret suggested a shift of focus. While Alberto could avoid 

those seeking favour, he would have a harder time with those to whom he answered. He reported 

directly to the Ministry of Sport and Entertainment, under which the arts fell as a sub-portfolio. 

There had been gossip about the extended budget this year, with some twenty-five venues, in 

schools, halls, churches, public gardens and other spaces. The festival was the largest in its ten year 

history. There were rumblings about funding. The government supposedly matched forty percent of 

private sponsorship but the scope of projects and hospitality begged an audit. Alberto was a very 

ambitious man and it would need his presence at higher levels for the festival to fulfil his plans.   

Margaret had her sources; she would say no more than that. There were three key public occasions 

preliminary to the opening; The President’s Dinner, The President’s Ball and The President’s Garden 

Party.  These were reserved for the usual government and corporate VIPS, visiting diplomats and 

collectors and only one or two visiting artists. These were centrepieces that Alberto dare not 

delegate. However they were quite select events, perhaps a hundred or so and it was not easy 

obtaining an invitation. The way to do it was to find invitations that would not be accepted for 

various reasons, absence, illness or politics; then to simply ride through the gates on another’s pass. 

Margaret had done it before. It was not hard. The diplomatic quarter was to the east, directly behind 

the vast grounds of the presidential palace. They were mainly nineteenth century mansions on quiet 

tree-lined streets, discreetly converted with national flags flying from towers or roofs, coats-of-arms 

on gates. The streets were narrow and parking was a problem. Driveways plunged underground. The 

Australian Embassy was on a nearby corner, a converted drycleaners. It was now three storeys, each 

successively overhanging the footpath. The design was considered imaginative. The ground floor was 

just a blue door in a white wall with dignified signage and coat-of-arms. Margaret chirped into the 

intercom and the door buzzed. They visited Irene on the first floor, she scrutinised invitations. Some 
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horse-trading could secure passes to the Ball or the Garden Party. The Ball had a stricter dress code 

but fewer numbers. Christine pondered her wardrobe and plumped for the Garden Party. They 

would collect the passes tomorrow. 

That morning the news carried a police press conference where they admitted their failure to 

recover Geoff’s body from The Bay of Angels after three days. He was officially missing, presumed 

drowned. Peter Manning testified he did not see Geoff depart with colleagues that morning. When 

last seen Geoff had been exploring some tidal caves at the end of the bay. There was footage of 

some of Geoff’s paintings, one of which was based on a video by Christine in which she was stripped 

of a feather suit by a giant mechanical claw to a distorted operatic soundtrack. Hopefully no one 

would dwell on that in the circumstances. But no, next there was a still of Christine, courtesy of her 

gallery and footage of Arnold’s students working on her video installation. Earl Tuggis was right 

about the scandalous publicity angle. Exposure would not be a problem now. In the meantime she 

had wardrobe decisions to make for the garden party. She decided on the miniskirt with low-slung 

belt and calf-length boots. Garden parties had not been on her radar and some last minute 

accessories were in order. She bought a pink peak-cap, big pink wraparound sunglasses and pink 

gloves.  

The gates to the garden were on the eastern side of the palace, some distance from the buildings. It 

was the usual arrangement of ornamental ponds, fountains, lush garden beds and shaded lawns 

with orange gravel paths. It was the usual party arrangement of marquees, laden trestle tables, 

folding chairs and litter bins. An army of serving staff patrolled unobtrusively. A string quartet played 

in one corner, jugglers and acrobats in another. Christine and Margaret marched through the 

imposing iron gates, their passes scanned only for duplicates or forgeries. Margaret was dressed 

more conventionally, a broad floppy hat and full length floral print. They worked their way through 

the crowd by recognitions, making more than they received. They recognised Tilda, in a bold scarlet 

and black outfit, escorted by a tall younger man, Margaret suspected was a sports star. Almost no-

one greeted Margaret and Christine though. Soon, doubting the value of her sunglasses, Christine 

removed them and was rewarded with slightly more recognition. Then, feeling uncomfortable about 

resorting to cheap notoriety, she donned them again. The President was of course, surrounded by a 

throng. President Carlos Valverde was tall and distinguished, in his third term, known for moderate 

politics and a populist touch. He wore his general’s uniform, white with many decorations. Christine 

and Margaret knew if they loitered on the fringes of his following, sooner or later they would spot 

Alberto.  

Sure enough, he approached breezily, in a deep purple suit, dark blue shirt, tie and shoes. 

Recognitions sparkled. He knew how to make an entrance. He was accompanied by Hernan and two 

beautiful young ladies in vaguely traditional dress. Weaving through the throng, he hailed a 

Presidential aide by name and thrust out his hand. It worked and Alberto wedged himself into the 

conversation. If he was under some sort of pressure he hid it well, laughing and shrugging his way 

through small talk, indicating with a rising hand, levels or steps; presumably to the festival’s 

progress. Christine got the idea. She began to press through the crowd too, apologising loudly in 

English until within a few steps of Alberto, shrieked his name plaintively and extended her hand, 

almost in parody. There were titters and she removed her sunglasses, beaming.  Alberto could not 

have been more delighted. “Christine darling! I’m so glad you’re here! Let me say how sorry I am 

about Geoff.” There were murmurs. “The other day I was caught up in the whole police thing, please 

forgive me. It’s come as quite a shock obviously. We were actually quite close. His advice will be 

sorely missed, I’m sure you realise. He’d always been such a cheerful, outgoing guy, now the talk is 

of suicide. Unbelievable. But look, I know the circumstances are tragic and you need time and 

everything but it has thrown a lot of attention on your work together and I want to talk to you about 
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your plans, soon, if that’s okay? Not here obviously. Tell you what – I’ll call you and we’ll meet, if 

that’s okay?”  

The sheer animal magnetism of his address rendered her speechless for a moment. She felt his spell, 

his energy, his charisma. The guy had her! Out of the corner of his eye a large, ungainly lady in white 

loomed and without missing a beat he continued “By the way, have you met our Minister for Sport 

and Entertainment, Dona Esmeralda de la Rocha? Esme – this is Christine Strachan, the former 

partner of Geoff Dittle.” He looked to the Minister pitifully and gently guided Christine by the elbow, 

hailed the minister with a flourish from the other hand and melted into the crowd. Esmeralda’s 

eyebrows jumped at the mention of Geoff’s name and she shook hands with Christine. Esme had a 

large square face and glasses, full lips and a smile that turned down at the corners. Her English was 

fluent with an American accent. She was so sorry to hear about Geoff, such a wonderful dancer; 

hoped Christine would find the strength to carry on his work. Christine thanked her and explained 

she was just a colleague and that it would be much harder for Geoff’s wife and children. Esme’s eyes 

widened and jaw dropped. “He was married?" To rescue the conversation from a yawning chasm, 

Christine steered it back to the festival, asked if it was true this was its biggest year?  

Esme nodded her way back from the brink, allowed that each year they had tried to expand, take 

advantage of trends and opportunities. They were more confident now, had built strong business 

partnerships. Christine asked was the art more daring now as a consequence, or had it become more 

conservative? They tried to keep a balance obviously but in a place like Toto they were dependent 

on outside advice in these things. The world of the avant-garde, of progress in the arts was very 

specialised and reserved for a few centres. In somewhere like Toto, it did not have a lot of bearing 

on ordinary people’s lives. They had their sports and entertainments and did not need to dwell on 

technical or theoretical issues. Once a year they had a little taste of that world, just to remind them 

of their links to it, but if it ceased, they probably wouldn’t miss it. They could follow it on screens if 

they needed. Christine had heard all this before, usually contrasted with the benefits of science and 

industry, hard knowledge as opposed to faith and games. It was not the place for that debate though 

and Christine was probably not the person to pursue it.  
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She was frustrated but thrilled by her encounter with Alberto and afterwards exchanged notes with 

Margaret. “I could really go for him – if he was ten centimetres taller,” she joked. “Apparently he’s 

got a really hot bod under those baggy clothes”, reported Margaret, twirling a parasol as they 

walked back to the street. Again, she would not be drawn on her sources. That evening he called. He 

was in a dimly lit room, probably a bar, to judge from the background noise. He was calmer, more 

reflective, sunglasses pushed up on his hair. His gaze was still penetrating, even on a screen. He 

picked up the conversation just where he had left it, was planning a show for a museum in Denmark 

USC and wondered if she might be interested? They needed to talk about themes and contexts, even 

at this stage, so he could finetune his proposal. Could she meet him tomorrow afternoon in the hotel 

bar, here in The Grosvenor Viva? She could, she would, she said. She tried to sound cautious, not 

wishing to seem a pushover. He was staying in one of the leading hotels. They were sprinkled along 

the river on a broad tree-lined boulevard; vast high-rise towers each with its enormous franchise 

logo prominent on walls or as freestanding sculpture, self-illuminating by night. She took an auto-

cab, crossed the wide pavement and scooted up the steps purposefully. She had her laptop in a little 

satchel worn with a sash strap. She meant business in a discreet, stylish way. She passed through the 

revolving door and looked around for the bar. 

The foyer was surprisingly busy, people hurrying this way and that in a definite buzz. At first she 

supposed it was the festival crowd steadily amassing for tomorrow’s official opening then she 

noticed people were talking in urgent stage whispers. It was more than just festival gossip. Then she 

spied the local TV logo on some vinyl covers for equipment stacked against the wall a little down the 

hallway. She drifted that way, curious; then heard raised voices from an adjacent room. As she drew 

closer she could see bright light from the room and realised it was lit for some sort of press 

interview. The room was crowded, but she squeezed through the doorway on the back of a drinks 

waiter. It was a long narrow reception or conference room. At the far end she recognised Robyn 

Dittle seated before a microphone and glass of water, flanked by two men. Robyn had arrived earlier 

today, her flight and lodging paid for by local television. She had short dark hair, a long lean face, 

perhaps forty. She wore a plain blouse with cardigan around her shoulders. She stared daggers at 

everyone. She had serious reservations about the local police efforts and was doing her best to 

suppress seething anger. She was accompanied by her brother Neil on her left, who was supposedly 

Geoff’s London studio manager, although this was news to Christine, and on her right, one Lionel 

Nixon, an insurance investigator despatched by Geoff’s gallery. The atmosphere was tense. The 

television staff excited.  

Christine lurked, realising this was the last place she needed to be recognised. She glanced around 

furtively, spotted other visiting artists and technicians, one or two curators. She was really out of the 

loop over in the old French Quarter, she realised. In the centre of the crowd she spied Alberto, 

looking around nervously. Then their eyes met. He frowned theatrically, eyes flashed 

melodramatically. In other circumstances it would have been comic. He made that same little 

sideways chopping motion with his hand to her. She ducked away, found the bar and perched on a 
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stool reflecting. She must not let this sideshow distract her. It would be more difficult for Alberto, 

obviously, but she could afford to be patient. She waited fifty minutes and two lime and bitters and 

left. Back in her room she watched the whole thing on various streams. The media intercut Robyn 

and her moody men with Alberto and a police superintendent. Then there was the still of herself 

again, news that she had been a late inclusion coinciding with Geoff’s disappearance and clips of her 

installation, seemingly up and running at least. There had been no message from Arnold but the 

whole thing was getting very murky now. He may be under instructions or fear further involvement.  

She left a message for Alberto saying she would still like to meet him if that was possible but 

understood now was not the time. On another bulletin, Robyn’s brother Neil announced he would 

supervise Geoff’s show. Although that too was already up and running, courtesy of Alamo and Nina, 

Geoff’s studio manager at Sandlady, according to the festival site. Then there was the sour-faced Mr 

Nixon, in his late fifties, crew-cut white hair and closely trimmed beard. He mostly eyed the 

interview room as if memorising faces. Geoff had extensive policies and the circumstances of his 

disappearance would need careful scrutiny. His green eyes were focussed somewhere on the next 

galaxy. He was supposed to be some sort of insurance man but Christine smelled something 

tougher, more police-like. Lucia called later. People wanted Christine’s number but she would only 

give it with Christine’s approval. She ran through names. Some of them were Geoff’s friends, here 

and elsewhere, others were reporters. That Lionel Nixon was on the list as well. She refused them 

all. This was getting awkward.  

Her opening was the next day and because it was a semi-public space it was not enclosed but open 

to all. And it was packed. She had initially envisaged a little lectern and prepared introduction with a 

quick slide show but this had been vetoed in favour of just a floor talk, a quick guided tour followed 

by a brief Q&A. At the time they anticipated perhaps twenty people. Today there was closer to a 

hundred. Outside the library she and Lucia were met by Maria and Glenn, two young festival 

managers who would host the event. People nodded approvingly as they passed. At least her outfit 

was getting some well deserved attention. There were burly security officers to escort them through 

the crowd and clear a space in the centre of the gallery. One of the fearsome guards even took in her 

appearance for a moment and kissed his fingertips fervently, nostrils flaring. Microphones were 

hung around necks, a cursory sound check completed. The hosts thanked everyone for attending 

and introduced Christine to general applause. But since there was no raised platform, only the 

immediate surrounding audience could actually see her. People behind, stood on tiptoes and craned 

necks. There was a lot of frustrated murmuring that, with the acoustics of the space, virtually 

drowned out the soundtracks of the various screens.  

Christine was distracted, barely knew where to start. She thanked her hosts, apologised for a lack of 

Spanish and hoped her hosts would be able to translate the gist of her remarks. She had started out 

making music videos and grown more interested in the formal possibilities of picture and music, of 

music and other sound. These days software enabled greater flexibility and experiment and most of 

her time was spent in front of a screen. In her early work she had simply sung a song and visualised it 

in unusual and demanding circumstances. It was the struggle or resistance that had been important 

to the performance. But gradually she became interested in other actions, apart from singing, with 

less rigid or literal synchronisation between sound and picture. The sound was still her music, usually 

contained singing, but the picture became her engagement with other, ancillary tasks, struggling 

against surrounding forces. Initially these might be wind, water, heat or cold, gravity or confinement 

directed against her bodily momentum, stressed by bold dance moves. In many of her works she 

was restlessly dressed or undressed, started or ended fitfully nude in starkly artificial or theatrical 

settings. Occasionally these parodied well-known commercials. The work she was presenting here 

was called ‘Trans Parent’ and featured tiny furry beasts (rendered in 3-D animation) no larger than 

the palm of her hand, not unlike toy koalas, dragging diaphanous garments across her body as she 
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tossed and turned in fitful sleep and synchronised choreography. The camera framing was 

sometimes obscure or misleading and standard picture quality abruptly disintegrated for changes of 

shot rather than conventional continuity.  

The floor talk was clumsy and required massed reshuffling as she wended her way between screens, 

ushered by a baffled security team. Finally she returned to the centre of the gallery, disheartened 

and took questions from the floor. The hosts tried to moderate but a lot of Spanish interjections 

went untranslated out of tact and often found vigorous ripostes from other members of the 

audience. It was a noisy session. Predictably there were a lot of questions about nudity and 

sexuality. For these Christine had practised answers. She wanted to emphasise the bodily aspect of 

experience rather than merely a mental engagement. The work was about an all-encompassing 

response. She did not see the work as particularly sexual. Intercourse or arousal were never a 

feature of her work. She did not look for sex in everything, as was commonly supposed, on the 

contrary, looked for everything in sex. She did not regard her own body as some sort of ideal but as 

the implicit bulk to her personality. She wanted the body to be the filter to experience, the sight 

(and site) of her voice. Someone observed that the work seemed narcissistic and Christine accepted 

that, but saw it as true of much art. She added that she did not expect future work to remain so self-

absorbed. At some point her interests would hopefully broaden but she had no timetable.  

After the Q&A she filed out with Lucia and her hosts, bringing up the tail of the grumbling crowd. As 

they reached the square in front of the library a voice behind her called her name. Her party all 

turned to find Lionel Nixon directly behind her, dressed in white with a grey jacket draped across 

one arm. He wondered if he may have a word with her in private? Her hosts thanked her quietly and 

continued on their way. Lucia eyed him warily. The crowd detoured around them for various 

destinations. If this was about Geoff, Christine doubted she could be of much help. Lionel returned 

Lucia’s stare evenly and then pleaded that it would only take five minutes? Perhaps a coffee? He 

nodded to a row of cafes to one side of the square. People were still noticing her for various reasons 

as they passed. She paused, weighed the risk and then thanked Lucia, promised to call. In a cafe 

people kept noticing her, slowing in front of their table, distracting. Lionel stood and declared he had 

a better idea, rapidly consulting his tablet. Outside, a large black car, much like a traditional London 

cab pulled up. It had no driver and he merely swiped a black card to enter, ushered her inside 

explaining they would just circle the city centre for a few minutes privacy. As they pulled away Lucia 

was still watching them where they had left her, her phone to her ear. He drew a tray from the 

partition and put his tablet on it.  

Obviously he did not believe Geoff had drowned and was trying to find out what had become of him. 

There were extremely high premiums at stake. He paused for effect and gave her a sharp look. The 

police cover-up was a separate issue, for the moment. He wanted to know when she had last heard 

from Geoff? Had he mentioned any plans? How well did she know Alberto Cuevas? She answered 

honestly, explained they were no longer an item and that Geoff’s plans changed by the hour. He was 

impulsive so it was hard to say. She had only just met Alberto and that was courtesy of Geoff’s 

recommendation really. Alberto and Geoff had grown close in the past six months. They had talked 

about him on the phone. Lionel listened carefully, thought for a moment. He brought up a 

photograph of Tilda Russo on his screen and asked if she knew her? Christine identified her and 

explained she saw her for the first time yesterday and had not actually spoken to her. Lionel wanted 

to know who had told her she was an Argentinean curator and collector? She explained about Luis, a 

festival helper. Lionel asked her to describe him and she did. Then he brought up a photograph of 

Luis on his screen. It was from a few years earlier, he had shorter hair and was wearing a military 

uniform, but she confirmed the identity with a strange sinking feeling. So who was Tilda Russo 

really?  Lionel would only say her client base was a little broader than just South America, her 
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interests somewhat deeper. Christine disliked this coy talk. Did he have a photo of Lucia as well? He 

laughed and assured her he did, but did not put it on the screen.  

And Christine’s address in the old French Quarter, was that some sort of safe house? Lionel 

supposed that she was originally to be held there as some sort of bargaining chip with Geoff, but 

Geoff seemed to have skipped town and her value had evaporated. He asked the cab to slow at the 

next corner, where an old building that had once been a mock English tavern had been converted 

into office space. He pointed to the sign running along the side: ‘Naysanz Arts Festival 

Administration’. She got the message. She had not exactly been a prisoner but she had been on a 

leash, had seen only what they wanted to show her. Was she still thus? He weighed it up and 

thought it might be better if she did not return to Lucia’s mother’s again. Was she really Lucia’s 

mother? Lionel laughed, yes she was, but that was not her residence. The best he could offer was 

that they represented one faction of government. She was in the festival’s hands, rightly, it was just 

that the festival now had more than one set of hands. She concluded he was giving them an extra 

hand. His head wobbled. Could he find her somewhere safe to stay now? He would see what he 

could do. He rattled away on his tablet, checking messages. 

He paused again. So what had all this to do with Geoff, she wanted to know? He nodded ruefully. 

Geoff was mixed up in some dubious financing for the festival. It involved secret electronic 

transactions to the treasury that in turn led to data breaches in other government departments. 

Passwords were compromised. There was an internal scandal and the police were acting under 

higher instruction; that much was clear. He had to leave that end for others. He suspected Geoff was 

merely a pawn in the game at this stage but he could not be sure. Alberto was almost certainly 

unaware how his access to a government minister was being exploited, but it was early days in that 

too. Somewhere in there, was a double cross. What should have been a straightforward piece of 

corporate bribery had spilled into thorny national issues. Christine watched and listened. This did 

not sound like an insurance investigation. Nixon was supposed to be from New Zealand but the 

vowels weren’t right. She looked out the window and had no idea where they were, somewhere on 

the northern side heading east, at a guess. So who had hired him? He smiled emptily and produced a 

business card, Charterfields of London, an old and reputable firm would confirm his current 

appointment. But they both knew that meant nothing. “And you’re the fixer” she concluded. What 

part of New Zealand was he from? Wellington, originally, but he had spent many years overseas, had 

lost most of the accent along the way.  

Was he representing Geoff’s gallery? Indirectly. Insurance matters flow into other financial 

arrangements, require delicate balances of trust, dependence and discretion. At some point it pays 

to do favours. Again, she hated this arch, tiptoeing around. But that was how his world worked. It 

would never call a spade a spade, lest everyone know what was under discussion. So what did he 

think had happened to Geoff? The fact that his phone was switched off or not working was not a 

good omen. But knowing Geoff, he could just have forgotten to recharge the thing. Lionel was 

waiting on a record of Geoff’s calls from his provider, failing that from his satellite server. Either way 

he hoped to get some clue from his contacts as to where he might have gone. The cab had now 

circled back around in front of the library and came to a halt. Lionel sat absorbed in his reports and 

data. Finally he looked up. “Well I’m afraid that’s all I can tell you for the moment, but thank you for 

your time; I hope it’s been worthwhile.” “What about my hotel room?” “Oh of course, sorry, I 

completely lost track of that. Let’s see...” He flipped through his tablet lists of accommodation. It 

was tough. This was the busy season. At length he decided, “Look you can have mine at the 

Abernathy, I’ll sort out something more convenient tomorrow.” 
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She was expecting at least four-star, but it turned out to be a little old gentlemen’s club in the 

backstreets. He smuggled her up the back stairs with a finger to his lips. There were just a handful of 

bedrooms on the third floor. Below them the gaming room seemed lively. He plucked his overnight 

bag from a chair and reset the door PIN, vowed he would return early. The room was spacious but 

Spartan, a single bed, shower and minibar, a mirror scarcely worth the name, no dressing table. Who 

were these people? She sat on the side of the bed going through her messages. Her gallery was very 

excited by the opening. People had posted clips on the web and she was trending. The gallery had 

received a string of enquiries and mainstream media had picked up the story about Geoff’s 

supposed drowning in which she was mentioned. It was all good. A slightly later message said they 

were very surprised by the news about Alberto – did she know anything? Christine turned on the 

wall screen, searched for Alberto Cuevas. He had resigned abruptly this afternoon following a 

meeting with the festival administration. The decision was by mutual consent. His deputy, Hernan 

Betancourt would take over immediately. Police had interviewed Mr Cuevas concerning funding 

irregularities for the festival. Elsewhere there was a short, urgent bulletin about a leading curator 

and art-world patron who had been arrested while trying to flee the country from a small airport in 

the south. Names were withheld pending charges. Christine’s whole world was in a tailspin. 

Then there was a message from Margaret, who had been at her opening with Helen, somewhere in 

the crowd. Best wishes! Christine called back and left a message, explaining how the bizarre events 

of the afternoon had swept her up and left her unwilling to return to her Old French Quarter 

address. She asked if Margaret could call there – it was perfectly safe - and collect her luggage, 

deposit it in a locker at the main railway station? She had no idea if they had lockers, but there was 

only one main station. They would meet tomorrow. It was nearly ten the next morning when Lionel 

returned, apologetic but there had been some breakthroughs. They departed by the front door, a 

senior clerk confronting them to protest the presence of a lady overnight. He was bald with bulging 

eyes and an extravagant mustachio with waxed ends. Lionel held up one hand in mercy and with the 

other produced his black card and swiped a generous addition to his bill. Protest ceased. Christine 

could do with one of those black cards. As they departed she twirled one of the ends of the 

mustachio and told him not to be such an old fuddy duddy. Outside the black cab awaited.   

Lionel had three new leads. Firstly, access to CCTV footage of the National Square allowed him to 

locate Geoff after being dropped off by Steve and Jim. He was away in the distance, but the ID on 

Steve and Jim’s van was conclusive. Then, after about half an hour of just sitting on a bench, a dark 

blue car drew up and Geoff got in. As yet he had no more information on the car. Secondly, Geoff’s 

phone records – also now accessed – showed he made two calls during his journey back from the 

Bay of Angels and received one. Interestingly, all were encrypted with a high level, military coding, 

suggesting Geoff was perhaps not such an innocent party after all. If he had the time he could access 

the encrypted material, but for moment he was looking at just Geoff’s movements. The third lead 

came from Geoff’s brother-in-law Neil, taking an inventory of the studio at Sandlady. He had found a 

bundle of notes and pamphlets on native settlements in the eastern mountains. They included an 

address and phone number that were written in someone else’s hand. Lionel had images on his 
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tablet. Christine agreed it did not look like Geoff’s handwriting. The plan was to check the address 

with web maps and street-level composites and identify the phone number. They sat in a large 

deserted cafe on the south side of the river. Christine recalled Geoff had a genuine interest in the 

local native cultures, had mentioned it to her several times. The phone number turned out to be 

some sort of roadhouse on a very remote road through the mountains. It may have been a quiet way 

of slipping across the northern border into neighbouring Midea. A conversation with the proprietor, 

whose Spanish was imperfect and English virtually non-existent, proved inconclusive. Lionel 

pondered his options.  

Christine wondered why Lionel had no body guard? Then wondered if he was not getting a bit old for 

all this cloak and dagger stuff? Without looking up from his screen he answered that he could call on 

reinforcements if needed. Then he looked up and asked how old she was? She was thirty... ish. Not 

thirty-two and two months? He queried. Well if this was going down on her permanent record... she 

countered. He was very good at what he did. He would not still be in business if he were not. Where 

had he stayed last night? On a cruise liner, docked for the festival was the reply. That was very 

convenient. An old mistress had been most obliging. Wasn’t he the sly one? It was pure 

happenstance actually, but it paid to be flexible. She could not agree more. Was that where she 

would be staying tonight? He thought it best if she departed today, either for Brisbane or Saint 

Francis. Had he been reading her messages? He was sworn to confidentiality of course, like a priest 

in confession. He was such an old sticky beak.  

He planned to fly out to Cayavilca and could drop her at the airport this afternoon. Did they even 

have an airport at Caya-whatsit? No, which is why he would be taking a helicopter. What would 

happen to her luggage? It would be forwarded to her, if she still wanted those costumes. She 

detected disapproval of her dress sense and bristled silently. She had already arranged for her 

luggage to be deposited in a locker at the main railway station. What for? So she did not have to 

return to the mysterious house in the Old French Quarter, obviously. What time could they collect 

it? Christine did not know yet. A call to Margaret arranged for it to be collected at the station at one 

thirty. They booked a flight for Saint Francis at three. They were lucky there were vacancies. It would 

be tight. Too tight, as it turned out, Margaret was late and traffic to the airport horrendous. Some 

sort of oil tanker had overturned. By the time they crept to the terminal boarding for her flight had 

closed. Shifting the booking to a later flight proved difficult. The next flight with vacancies was close 

to midnight. How ridiculous! Christine did not like the idea of sitting around the terminal for nine 

hours, felt vulnerable with the crowds as it was. She needed a body guard or something. Could 

Lionel arrange that? Not at this late date, and not with any confidence in local colleagues, he 

confessed She realised she could not wait to leave. Departure was certainly her best move at this 

point.  

Lionel’s own plans were suffering now. He had a helicopter to catch and the day was slipping away 

from him. She asked if she could come with him. It would not take long to check out the roadhouse 

and he could drop her off on his way back. She would feel safer, for a while at least. He conceded it 

would probably just be a few hours work and sighed. But one never knew for sure, that was the 

thing. All they were doing was confirming an escape route really. He agonised, reluctantly agreed. 

Gate Twelve was a long walk around the back of the terminal. The black card did its work then they 

passed through sliding glass doors and across the tarmac where three helicopters were parked. A 

small black one with a darkened glass cabin began to whine as they approached, the rotors easing 

around. They stowed their luggage and climbed aboard. It too was fully automated, needed only 

keyed destination and desired flight plan details. Lionel was familiar with procedures; clipped his 

tablet to a space on the dash.  

At first the land below them was a smoothly undulating grey desert. Nothing grew and the 

occasional rain storm never helped. It was the most arid desert in the world and stretched right up 
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to the mountains. Gradually the land turned a dull brown. Melting mountain snow caps provided 

rivers, grudging greenery amongst the rock.  Christine took it all in. Lionel had more messages. He 

scrutinised CCTV footage of the dark blue car that had picked up Geoff at the National Square. He 

was able to track it along intersections as it moved east, but none allowed a clear view of the licence 

plate. If the car had been auto, tracking its signal would have been relatively straightforward. Lionel 

suspected the driver was well aware of that.  From the colour and make, he could narrow down 

possibilities for ownership or registration. Interestingly, it conformed to the local British diplomatic 

fleet. But it was not travelling in the direction of the embassy and Geoff was just a passenger. At the 

moment all he had to go on was a colour and make possibly to be matched to a suspicious 

destination. Christine mentioned the arrest of a curator fleeing the country. Was that Tilda Russo? It 

was. Who was she working for? She was arranging funds for the Total government, supposedly for 

the festival but actually securing mining and resource rights, contracts in major infrastructure 

projects. She was pretty much just the corporate whore masquerading as arts matron. The tricky 

part was it looked as if someone had picked her pocket, hacking files on project tenders and 

departmental budgets. Whoops! Who can that have been? It certainly wasn’t Alberto and it seems 

unlikely it was Geoff, even now. But who else might Geoff have been consorting with at Sandlady? 

Who shared his interest in native cultures for instance? Lionel could not access all of Russo’s files yet 

but he was pretty sure there was a healthy European interest behind her. That may be a clue to 

rivals.  

After half an hour or so, they located the pueblo of Cayavilca, a scattering of ramshackle buildings 

along a dirt road snaking through the foothills. It was more difficult finding somewhere level to land. 

The helicopter’s software was fussy. Eventually they settled on what may have been a vacant lot. 

There was a lot of scattered hard waste by the roadside including a burnout pickup but behind that it 

was at least level. Three or four children wandered across the road to watch. Lionel and Christine 

picked their way over to the road and paused before a battered sign in three languages, declaring 

they were now on the indigenous reservation of the Xylit people, of the Supe Tierras Altas nation. 

They walked up the steep winding road toward the address that matched their lead. It was a 

rambling compound with high walls on three sides, bolding painted with folk motifs and homely 

advertising. A generous parking area lay in front of a general store-cum-cafe-cum-bar. The 

proprietor was one Tito Huaxip, a tribal elder with gaunt, native features, but dressed like a cowboy. 

He was curious and courteous. This time Lionel was ready to try a new translator he had installed on 

his tablet. He adjusted the language to a native bundle and spoke English into it to hear it then 

translated vocally. To receive a message, he held the tablet up to the native speaker and then 

pressed for an English translation.  

Tito’s replies tended to ramble and he had to be coaxed into just one or two sentences at a time. 

Sometimes he could not understand the translation of Lionel’s remarks but for the most part it 

worked.  Tito had seen a similar car but not for a long time, possibly months. Yes they were English 

people. They might have been sailors. They trained up here for something. But he had been away 

last week in Casquillo and could not say for those days. His cousin, Miguel had minded the store then 

and would know. Where was Miguel? Miguel was on his way here! He had been trading stock 

elsewhere on the reservation. His house was down the hill. When did they expect him? Soon. The 

road was tricky and he drove a truck with trailer. Tito called him. It was around six when a battered 

pickup pulled in with a trailer full of what looked like mutant llamas. They were a local, ancient 

strain, taller, scruffier, once used in pack trains down to the coast, long before succeeding native 

civilisations. Tito made the introductions, brought more drinks as they sat around a long bench on 

the verandah. Miguel resembled a cloned version of Tito, down to the cowboy outfit. The sun was 

setting, Miguel drank deeply. Yes he remembered the car with two English people; it was a Monday 

or Tuesday afternoon. They did not stop long. Were they a man and woman? Two men, quite young, 

no beards. Later there was a helicopter. It did not land here. The car crashed further into the 
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mountains on a notorious bend before a bridge, plunged down into the Creu Chico River, maybe a 

hundred metres. It was unlikely there were survivors. The helicopter flew back after a while, maybe 

thirty minutes. No-one knew about the crash until Friday. They had yet to send a recovery team. 

Maybe they never would. It was very steep terrain.  

Lionel wanted to visit it but it was growing dark and there would be little to see and dangerous to 

drive now. Miguel volunteered to take them in the morning. He could show them where to descend 

to the river. Lionel looked to Christine at the other end of the table, as if to say “I told you so”. Her 

chin was resting on her hands, and she flipped them to indicate “why not?” What was another 

missed flight? The whole story intrigued her anyway. Miguel made his way home and they enquired 

after rooms for the night. Tito assured them they were in luck; he had just two rooms left. There was 

the VIP suite, which had a double mattress on packing cases and stunning viridian walls that boasted 

an orange door titled Bathroom in a casual hand. Then there was the sales rep’s pad – streamlined 

and quiet. But as he opened the door Tito remembered he had been using it as an additional 

storeroom. It was packed with cartons of dry goods and slabs of beer. Stymied, he asked if Lionel 

and his daughter could share the Presidential suite for a reduced rate? The VIP suite? For three 

quarters of the price.  He had a sleeping bag for the floor and extra pillows... somewhere. Sleeping 

arrangements tentatively in place, luggage installed, they negotiated an evening meal. Everything 

was unbelievably spicy and they ended up eating mostly tortillas or arepas with jams and getting 

hopelessly drunk.   

They reeled back to the bedroom around nine, struggled to find a light switch. A small lamp beside 

the bed was the only light. They gallantly offered each other the bed, age before beauty and all that. 

Lionel flung himself upon it, sent the supporting boxes shuddering. Christine laid the sleeping bag 

along the opposite wall. She found it warm this evening. They agreed it was warm, even with the 

window open. Actually the window had no glass in it, when inspected closely. There was not even a 

frame. It was just a hole in the wall with a view of the night sky. It was very dark. She returned to the 

dinner’s main conversation point. He could have introduced her as a visiting artist at least. It would 

only have complicated things. She pulled off her plimsolls at a loss to understand why she should be 

feeling uncomfortable. After all, he was old enough to be her father, probably older. “There you go.” 

She was young enough to be his daughter, a younger daughter at that. Did he have a daughter? Did 

she still have a father? She asked first. He did not. Her father was dead, died when she was eighteen. 

He was sorry. He had two sons from his first marriage. They were both awful. How many times had 

he been married? Twice. He eventually learned his lesson. Which was? He was no good at sharing. 

She pulled off her top and paused. She was not going back to the chopper for a nightshirt. If he had 

one shred of decency he would avert his eyes now. She took off her slacks while he continued to 

watch. She reminded him she had asked him to avert his eyes. He pointed out she had said if. She 

defiantly stripped naked; eyes locked on his, tossed her underwear beside her case theatrically then 

lay on the sleeping bag.  

“Okay. We’ve talked through incest in a calm and adult way, perhaps we need to take a look at dirty 

old man?” He grinned. “Look no further.” Was he not even going to change into pyjamas? He had 

none and he was too drunk. It did not get much older and dirtier than that. He turned out the light. 

That shirt and trousers would be all crumpled by morning. It would look like he’d slept in them. He 

would have. His bedroom habits would be the talk of the pueblo. He expected they were already – 

dirty old man with nympho daughter. She snorted derisively, “Nympho! Where did that come 

from?” He turned the lamp back on. She, standing stark naked in front of his bed, might have 

prompted the gossip. What a depraved view of a perfectly mature conversation. A little close give-

and-take was all that was under negotiation. She arched an eyebrow. He turned the light off again. 

She lay staring up at the window. It cannot have been more than nine thirty. This was probably the 

earliest she had been to bed to sleep since she was a schoolgirl. He had the effect of making her feel 
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very young. She had the effect of making him feel very tired. She thought about past partners. Her 

mistake was getting involved with other artists. There wasn’t room in a relationship for two raging 

egos. Someone had to take the backseat. She imagined she would end up with someone in a related 

field, an academic or a technician perhaps, a very good one. There would be respect but not rivalry. 

Was that so much to ask? No reply came.  

In the morning Lionel stumbled to the bathroom to discover it was an outdoor arrangement. It was a 

room at least as large as the bedroom but without a roof, just four blank adobe walls and concrete 

floor. The toilet was in one corner, the shower no more than a tap with a hose and nozzle hooked 

around a peg on the top of one wall, a drain beneath it. There were towels on a railing, soap and 

sponge on a shelf. The blue sky above somehow seemed healthy and uplifting, even for those with a 

hangover. He turned on the tap and dropped his clothes in a bundle, stepped under the shower, the 

water still warmed from the sun. He lathered himself with the sponge, eyes closed, listening to the 

splash of water on concrete. He did not see or hear Christine enter, still naked, carrying a toothbrush 

and paste. Surprised by the sky, her apology to Lionel had a delayed, distracted quality. He made no 

reply. She looked around for a basin, saw only a decent mirror; paused to watch the water streaming 

down his back. She thought of a wisecrack about a dirty old man trying to stay clean but decided 

against it. She returned to the bedroom. Presently Lionel entered in a towel, carrying his clothes. She 

made a quick apologetic face as she squeezed past him. 
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Lionel sat at a table on the veranda in fresh chinos and dark shirt. He sipped coffee from a small 

bowl and studied his tablet. As Christine approached, Tito’s wife, Rosita beckoned to her. In the car 

park there were three or four hefty off-road sedans; native families strolled through an open 

gateway to the side of the roadhouse. It led down a long driveway to the back garden. A large spit – 

probably holding a llama – was being mounted over a bed of coals, to which an aged Ernesto 

occasionally added dried llama droppings with a trowel and weary grin. There were around a dozen 

family members gathered already on what was a traditional feast day. It was in honour of a local 

mountain – an ancient god in its own right – to be glimpsed in the hazy distance between lesser 

peaks. Many of the guests wore traditional caps and ponchos in the distinctive colour scheme of 

pink, green, black and yellow. They were the tribal colours. Teenagers set up a sound system 

intently. There were tables of salads and fruits where guests placed contributions. Rosita called to a 

young girl named Azucena, about fifteen, wearing a beautiful embroidered blouse and skirt. She was 

top of her class and spoke English. It was halting but largely correct with a limited vocabulary. She 

could explain some things, but preferred to translate the answers of older ladies.  

The talk was of their traditions, the ancient roots of the Xylit. The music of flutes and whistles 

Christine had recorded in Naysanz, played by convincingly costumed buskers, was here mixed with a 

rollicking cumbia beat, interspersing traditional crooning vocals with rapid-fire raps at the mixing 

desk. It seemed an arch reversal. The traditional element was just that: only an element, no more 

than a lure. Similarly, traditional motifs to embroidery and ingredients to recipes were all extensively 

modified and modernised for current tastes. How many of the tribe could actually trace their Xylit 

roots back more than a generation or two? How many still spoke the true old tongue and who was 

to judge? Linguists argued over dialects. Tribal councils and other levels of government had 

legislated shifts in conditions of identity, relaxed it to any descent accepted by local clan. They 

craved a racial purity that was fatally compromised. They claimed a birthright that brought gravely 

diminishing returns. Even where land permitted, no one wanted to return to a strictly traditional 

lifestyle. That was impossible. They still wanted their electricity, television, stoves and fridges, their 

pickups and phones and each concession eroded the old customs and beliefs. It all became a little bit 

more remote, mere formality. Christine could not say this of course but as they examined revered 

motifs of the eagle (usually a condor, although that strictly a vulture by her reckoning) the puma and 

snake. She could not help noting the synthetic dyes and machine stitching. They were designed for 

tourists, but the tourism started at home. 

It was not much more than an extended family gathering on a local holiday really. The tribe had 

originally been nomadic, moving between coast and mountains in prehistoric times but waves of 

invasions over the millennia had literally marginalised them, left them with the poorest ground, the 

least skills, when not enslaved or massacred, and all of that still preferable to insidious intermarriage 

and assimilation. What were they holding on to? A dream of independence? A heritage of defeat? A 

community of only kin? The reservation survived on government funding, special medical, 

educational and transport services. It had no economic basis. There were occasional mining leases to 

be negotiated but these gave them no real control or cohesion, only corruption amongst their 
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bureaucrats. They shunned state law in favour of tribal law, but fudged outcomes when dealing with 

nearest and dearest. They could not police themselves, policing was not what they did. While 

numbers had multiplied greatly, administrative measures had not kept pace. Many pueblos were 

virtually lawless and the police were to blame. The blame game was steeped in shame. Elders 

conceded the reservation had a lot of problems. The best of their youth left for cities and seldom 

returned, seldom stayed long when they did. They blamed the government. What could they do? 

The less they could do the more they were helped and the more they were helped the less they had 

to do. Looking around, all the genial laughter and gaudy costumes suddenly looked hollow, 

superficial to Christine. She wondered if her world looked the same to outsiders. Azucena 

introduced her to her mother, Luz, a tall beaming woman wearing a broad hat with steeply upturned 

brim, ornate blouse, vest, full skirt and wraparounds. She admired Christine’s outfit, found it very 

modern but plain. Before the conversation could progress, Lionel hailed her from the driveway. 

Miguel had arrived and they were ready to depart.  

The carpark was almost full as they hurried to the old pickup on the shoulder of the road. Their 

ascent was slow, the road narrow and twisting. They seemed to weave along ravines between 

mountains before creeping up onto a long ridge that steadily rose; Miguel named peaks around and 

across and rivers far below. The sky grew overcast. Luckily, there was little traffic, with almost no 

room to pass. A group of women with a line of pack mules and donkeys delayed them briefly before 

disappearing between rocks, climbing an even narrower path. Eventually the road dropped down 

steeply to make an abrupt turn across a wooden bridge high above a river. Miguel pointed out how 

vehicles regularly failed to make the turn, skidded across the badly canted road and plunged down 

the ravine, taking with it successive grades of safety railing. This was where their blue car had met its 

end a week ago. They crept across the bridge and turned sharply again, started to climb back up 

another ridge. There were at least sturdy safety barriers on this side of the bridge. Miguel had in 

mind a place further along they could park and descend to the river. It was a slight lay-by as the road 

curved, to allow overtaking. The lay-by continued as an overgrown trail gently descending. They 

bumped along it until they drew up behind a campervan. It belonged to Miguel’s Uncle Evo. He came 

here fishing. Miguel took a machete from the back of his pickup and asked them to wait a moment, 

then scrambled into the undergrowth. There was a certain amount of hacking and he returned with 

three makeshift staffs cut from saplings. They would help with the steep descent.  

A clearer path would have been helpful as well, as they zigzagged down through jagged rocks and 

undergrowth, the river growing louder, the air dull but humid. As they neared the water Miguel 

raised his finger to his lips. He did not want their talk to frighten the fish. Not that anyone had been 

talking at this point, heavy breathing was about all Lionel or Christine could manage. The river had 

been partially dammed with boulders on this bend and on the other side of the stilled pool, Uncle 

Evo had a number of fishing rods propped in the sand, their lines cast out into the middle. Two 

children sat beside the rods on a blanket. Miguel and Evo waved to one another, Miguel signalled 

they were going down to the bridge, Evo guessed the latest crash and Miguel nodded, signalled he 

would call Evo later. They crossed to the other side of the river via boulders and adroit leaps and 

found a track heading downstream. The river was perhaps thirty metres at its broadest and swung 

this way and that with a roaring current. They could scarcely make themselves heard much less scare 

any fish. For some time they still could not see the bridge. The path detoured up through stands of 

saplings from time to time, the bank often becoming too steep or slippery to follow, even with staffs. 

Eventually the bridge swung into view. It seemed a long way up, more than a hundred metres.  

What was Lionel hoping to find? Firstly, that there would be only one body in the car, secondly that 

the car would have diplomatic licence plates. His theory was that Geoff had been murdered by 

whomever had driven the car, had arranged for a helicopter to collect them shortly afterwards. In an 

ideal world it would be good if they could retrieve Geoff’s phone, but that was asking too much 
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really. Christine felt queasy as they approached the base of the bridge, again picking their way across 

boulders. Miguel had been right about the regularity of crashes, there were a number of wrecks in 

various stages of rust and dismemberment downstream from the bridge, in the river and along the 

bank. They ranged from large lorries to trail bikes. Dead trees that had been sheared off by the falls 

also testified to a fairly long history. It was a morbid place, made only more so by indiscriminate 

graffiti upon the base of the bridge and every accommodating surface. And there was that 

unmistakeable whiff of carrion. It took some time to locate the latest arrival. It had bounced from 

trees to other wrecks, spun and tumbled and ended upside down at the water’s edge, further 

downstream. Christine and Miguel waited at some distance. Lionel carefully picked his way over, 

working his staff expertly. At first he tried to find the front grill. The vehicle had drastically 

concertinaed and it was not easy. On hands and knees he finally found what he was looking for and 

gave them the thumbs up. He took his tablet from its satchel and tried to wedge it under, using his 

staff as a lever and photograph the plate. He studied the results and adjusted settings, finally had 

documentation to his liking. Then he turned his attention to the front seat and had to circle the 

wreck carefully, looking for an entry. The body was both crushed and bloated. He could make no 

conclusive identification, but he was certain there was just one body.  

He rejoined them to share his findings. The air had grown misty then became a faint drizzle. 

Christine stared at the wreck disbelieving. It was all so bizarre, so incomprehensible for the Geoff 

Dittle she had known. At length she announced she would have to look for herself. It was just so 

unbelievable. Lionel followed, but Christine had seen where he had positioned himself to see inside 

and went straight to it. A door had almost been torn off and the lower half of the figure was visible, 

when squatting. She tried not to look to the upper body, concentrated on just the legs and one arm. 

Behind her, Lionel hovered solicitously. The shoes might have been his, but he changed shoes 

frequently, ever a creature of fashion. The shoe was a slip-on and she nudged it loose, noted the 

sock. Again there was nothing distinctive about the sock - except that it had grey paint stains all over 

it! She turned to Lionel and explained the dark blobs. They were old but they unmistakably paint 

stains. They were the socks of a painter. Lionel suggested she study the hand. Were there any paint 

stains on that? She used a handkerchief Lionel offered to turn it slightly. The hand was reasonably 

clean but the nails and cuticle were filthy. That could well be paint, but they would not bother with a 

sample for forensics. It was enough that she could accept the identification.  

They made their way wearily back up the river.  What had Geoff done to deserve this? Lionel did not 

have an answer yet. He suspected there may have been a bug on Geoff’s phone that when he called 

Tilda, mined her data. But he could not see why Geoff would die because of it. The one lead he now 

had was on a British diplomatic car which would surely be reported missing somewhere, sooner or 

later. He would check that when they returned to Cayavilca. Christine was thinking about the 

slippery slope from being a celebrity artist to political pawn. The more she thought about it the more 

she was convinced Geoff had no idea in what he had become mixed up. He probably thought it was 

just more seduction and schmoozing. If he was the backdoor to Tilda Russo’s passwords, as Lionel 

supposed, would that explain why he had become a liability, once her plans were discovered? Tilda 

might look for a leak there but she would need some pretty savvy IT backup. It was more likely the 

corrupted government faction would quickly trace the hack. In that case it ought to have been the 

Total government, the crooked element therein, that sought to eliminate him. Why should there be 

a British connection? Lionel nodded, impressed by her grasp of the murky motives at play. It was all 

about factions within the Total government, all about Tilda’s clients and their rivals. Christine 

wondered about the faction financing Lionel. He was sorting all this out for one side or another but 

perhaps not even he knew where the allegiances ran, what deals had been done. Depending on his 

findings and readership, he too could be in trouble.  
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Then there was her presence, not far away. Right now she sat beside him in Miguel’s pickup as they 

gingerly reversed onto the mountain road. Lionel thanked Miguel repeatedly and upon climbing in 

the cabin, handed him a wad of notes. Miguel was flabbergasted and then thanked him equally 

fervently. Lionel tried to explain the details of the crash they had confirmed and Miguel nodded 

approvingly. As they neared Tito’s roadhouse, an emergency rescue truck followed by an ambulance 

came past, sounding their sirens to oncoming traffic, heading into the mountains. Lionel doubted it 

was coincidence, sarcastically. Miguel pointed to two tiny drones above them, no more than disks 

trailing behind the convoy. They were media news cameras in his experience. They had been primed 

for a story. Christine admired their timing, equally sarcastically. She asked Lionel did he suspect they 

had been watched? He was sure their online devices tracked their movements thoroughly. The 

pickup squeezed into the parking lot amongst hysterical dogs. Tito’s holiday celebrations continued, 

families came and went amid cries and clapping to distant music.   

Lionel settled in a corner on the verandah, began to search his tablet. He finally found what he was 

looking for in a local news bulletin from last week. A British diplomatic car has lost control and 

crashed off the treacherous Xalot Mountain Bridge and plunged into the Creu Chico River. It was the 

third crash in the past year, despite new safety barriers. The British navy were known to conduct 

orienteering exercises in the region, often chose challenging conditions. The driver was believed to 

be a British naval officer, Lieutenant Commander Philip Morley. Difficult terrain meant it was 

unlikely the body would be recovered until the weather improved. Lionel had to use encrypted 

sources to learn more about Morley. They were slower, reluctant means but he had special 

passwords. He was patient. Morley was stationed up the coast at a big naval base, Fortablymee. Lt 

Cdr (OF-3) Morley served in naval intelligence with terms as an attaché to the embassy in Naysanz. 

Other sources revealed the long-term lease on the base was due for renewal next year. Morley had 

been involved in preparing a submission. There was a photo of a clean-shaven man, maybe forty 

with heavy-lidded eyes, something of a world-weary smirk to his mouth. Lionel studied it for some 

time; telling himself in hindsight one projects things onto a face.   

DNA testing could probably prove the corpse was Geoff Dittle, if the results were not doctored. But 

it was not worth opening that can of worms. His advice to Neil and his masters would be to accept 

the missing-presumed-drowned story. He would not like to be the one breaking the news to Robyn 

though. He sensed she would be up for the shit fight. But she would come off second best and would 

only be doubly hurt. He was glad to leave that end up to Neil. The important thing was that they now 

knew the truth. The last piece of the puzzle was in place. Morley groomed Geoff, befriended him 

somewhere around Naysanz on the culture circuit, bugged his phone, may originally have 

encouraged Tilda, but ultimately was looking to use Tilda’s dealings with the government for 

leverage elsewhere. All Alberto had done was introduce her to Esme and her department. Alberto 

thought he was being enterprising, but he was thinking only of art. Once Tilda’s deals were exposed 

it was important to hide Morley’s hack obviously. Geoff was an unfortunate loose end there. It was 

better to remove Morley from the picture entirely. His future back home probably lay upstairs. It 

was unlikely his real name was Morley actually. Geoff’s death was a way of firstly providing Morley 

with a clean extraction, secondly removing Geoff from unwelcome scrutiny; killing two birds with 

one stone. Would the base lease be renewed? Services rendered assured it a sympathetic hearing 

from the ascendant faction at least. They were services that may prove tempting in the future. Lionel 

was already drafting his report, ordered another drink and watched the revellers depart.  

Christine wandered back down the driveway toward the barbecue. A few hours earlier she had felt 

completely alienated by this close-knit community, now they exerted a kind of nostalgic pull. She did 

not want to be a member of tribe but she wanted some of their fierce loyalty, that dedication to a 

shared identity, even if it was a sham. She picked her way through the children’s games, dogs, toys, 

discarded wrappers and bottles, lost in an incomprehensible language and doomed set of customs. 
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You had to put your faith in something, hold something sacred. She thought she had art but now she 

was not so sure. It was proving a will-o’-the-wisp in some situations. She propped against a wall and 

checked her messages. There was one from Alberto. He was presently in Athens, Turkey and would 

still like to work with her on the Danish project. He had spoken to her gallery and they were looking 

at tie-ins. Somehow he didn’t look the same, his eyes were less intense. A message from her gallery 

reassured her Alberto’s reputation was still strong. It was the politics of Toto that smelled. The arts 

festival may not survive. The best thing she could do now was come to Saint Francis. They needed a 

sit-down to discuss strategies, new product and funding. It all sounded promising and yet it all 

sounded shallow after this afternoon. She could not say anything about Geoff’s death obviously, but 

even if she had, she knew it would be taken in the wrong way, as some sort of private guilt or grief. 

They would not see the bigger picture, they dare not. She could not reply. She looked at her watch 

and thought about booking another flight. It would be prudent to consult Lionel of course, before he 

became enmeshed in some other conspiracy. She looked at the sky, it was around four. What did 

she expect? Drones watching her? There were none.  
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 She went and poured herself a drink from a jug. Others were. There was a stack of clear plastic cups 

beside the great stone jug. The rest of the table was wreckage. The drink was extremely alcoholic. 

She had no idea what was in it – tequila? Vodka? Rocket fuel? It was a deep orange and could have 

used some ice, may once had. It was almost undrinkable – almost. She could not pour it on the 

ground though. That would probably offend people. There was a whole culture to take into account. 

The second one was almost as bad. She had a message from Margaret – where had she gone? The 

festival was continuing as planned. Geoff’s paintings were a huge hit, but now there was some 

dispute over their ownership. The archaeological dig at the Bay of Angels had been included in the 

Festival’s site-specific installations and won the President’s Medal, much to RE CON’s 

disappointment. Tour bus operators were making a killing. Christine explained her little detour 

vaguely and thanked her with a cheery toast, promised to call again from Saint Francis.  

She noticed Luz among a group of women of similar station, all glancing in her direction and talking 

in low voices. Where was her date, they were probably asking. She was wondering that herself. She 

tried to avoid their looks, concentrated on her concentrated drink, whatever it was, it’s emptying 

plastic cup. Then she noticed Azucena join the ladies submissively and the conversation took on new 

animation. Azucena looked a little uncomfortable. Their eyes met. Azucena turned back to the group 

and fired off a clear set of conditions that were met promptly by all. Azucena then turned to 

Christine and advanced reluctantly. She explained her mother and her friends like Christine’s outfit 

very much and would like to decorate it. Would Christine permit this gift? Christine was a little taken 

aback. After a moment she agreed and would be honoured. But how long would it take? She would 

have to find clothes to wear in the meantime. Azucena beckoned to the group to join them and they 

tumbled over, bubbling and beaming. Azucena repeated Christine’s question to Luz who conferred 

with her circle, replied that they would all work on it and it would not take more than a couple of 

days. As an excuse, Christine explained that she did not have any other suitable clothes to wear in 

the meantime. This was translated and various answers came back from the group, offering their 

own outfits for the duration, pointing to neighbouring addresses. They could simply switch here and 

switch back upon completion. They seemed so excited by the arrangement she did not have the 

heart to tell them she was leaving, probably within the hour. She felt guilty, but she could only nod 

and start on another drink someone passed to her. She smiled, but felt like a politician.      

Luz decided she was the best match in dress size and led her toward the back of the house. Azucena 

trailed after, explaining that Luz would show her where they could change. They entered through a 

rickety screen door and found a passage crammed with men drinking in earnest conversation. Luz 

cleared the way with commanding announcements and some good humour. The house was single 

storey but split-level and extensive, its layout labyrinthine. Christine had no idea of its floor plan, if 

there was one. There were little courtyards, like her bathroom and hallways that branched in all 

directions. Luz led her into the laundry, which was surprisingly well appointed. They closed the door 

and exchanged outfits. On the way out there was much amusement from the men, Luz loving it and 

hurling back ripostes to impertinent asides. Luz had even adjusted her hat carefully on Christine’s 

head. Outside the ladies were equally amused and approving. The outfit was slightly large around 
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the midriff for Christine but the length was right. She put her phone in a little waistcoat inner pocket. 

She looked at her watch and wondered what had happened to Lionel. She made farewells via 

Azucena and embraced various ladies. Luz was off cutting some contemporary dance moves to the 

thumping sound system, testing her image, playfully. She paused to kiss Christine’s cheeks and 

promised to dazzle her with her handiwork next time they met. 

Back on the verandah there was no sign of Lionel. She found him inside, paying the bill, their bags at 

his feet. For a moment he did not recognise her. She reeled slightly from the drink. He paused, asked 

if she was drunk? She admitted she had had a glass or two. What had happened to her clothes? She 

giggled. They were being integrated. He told her it looked as if she had gone native on him. She 

replied that it was only superficial. He had booked her on a flight to Saint Francis – third time lucky. 

She nodded distractedly. He asked if she was going like that. She glanced around vacantly and 

nodded again. He picked up their cases and as he passed she took hers from him. They farewelled 

Tito and Rosita on the verandah along with guests and pets. Then they walked back down to the 

helicopter.  He had completed his report and was glad to be leaving. She had proved invaluable, 

quite unexpectedly and he was most impressed and grateful for her efforts. It cannot have been 

easy. He knew he was a poor companion but this time at least he would deliver her to the airport on 

time. There was satisfaction in getting to the bottom of things but also melancholy, always, in 

putting them behind one and moving on to the unknown. The helicopter rose slowly through thick 

cloud and turned to follow the sinking sun.  

He had decided to take a break from frontline duties for a while. He would take on more supervision 

and consultation. It would do him good to step back at this stage. He was not retiring but he would 

be looking to broader interests, perhaps considering art more closely. He glanced her way. He had 

found the case instructive, quite beyond the usual legal grey areas and had begun to think about his 

own activities as a kind of art practice, a private performance that strengthened deep ties, sought 

critical favour through troubled discourse. When successful, art too got to the bottom of things, did 

it not? He saw himself as something of a strolling player, at the mercy of strange courts, juggling 

favour. Then moving on, making the best of things, learning new tricks.  

Christine had ceased to listen to his wittering and was reflecting upon her experience in Toto. 

Geoff’s death was less a private loss than a professional one. It demonstrated something about the 

system to her. But exposure to the rest of the local society had been equally revealing. She saw now 

that the native quest for a pure, hereditary culture was the mirror image of Minister Esme’s 

hopelessly disconnected business culture. One was fatally compromised by neighbours and the 

modern world the other a mirage of a self-sufficient low culture, the world without its heritage. One 

wanted only the past at its most primitive, the other only the present at its most profitable. Neither 

was strictly possible and the consequences for both were dire. It was the same folly that drove 

puritan and pioneer sects, the quest for a fixed culture surrounded only by nature. It was 

unworkable. What could she take away from all that? The implications rumbled through her 

thoughts. They collided with her practice, collapsed formal purity, truth and beauty in a ruthless 

relativism. Nothing seemed certain. Everything became tentative, temporary and transitory. Her 

world was a house of cards. Her constructions lacked foundations, hoarded consequences. What 

could she do? She realised her movies had to have more scope. They could not be so straightforward 

and sensual anymore. They must reflect the way the world worked, the compromises built and their 

cost. 

By this time the sun was setting and the airport was below. Their dashboard lit up with messages 

about time of arrival, air temperature and wind, connecting flights and transport to the city. There 

were fond wishes and ads. Christine realised they had both been silent for most of the flight. Lionel 

idly tapped away on his tablet with ear pods in. The helicopter slowly dropped to about a metre 

from the ground and then taxied around to its place on the apron. They walked back through the 
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sliding doors and along corridors, still silent. Crowds grew and they joined a queue at the check-in 

where he explained the details of her flight would be on her ID card. People noticed her costume 

with degrees of courtesy and she responded accordingly. Finally she turned to him and supposed the 

time had come to part. It should not have felt this awkward. He announced he too was continuing to 

Saint Francis. That took a moment to sink in, as they shuffled along toward the desk. He was on the 

same flight. It seemed convenient when he made the bookings. They were seated next to one 

another, in business class. They checked gate and boarding time and drifted through security. She 

asked what insurance scam he would be investigating in Saint Francis He did not know yet but was 

certain there were many to choose from. She looked at him. This was more flim-flam talk again.  

Was this corporate stalking? Would she ever be rid of him? She regretted stripping now. It had been 

a joke but maybe he had taken it the wrong way. For some time she looked out the window as they 

taxied to the runway, considering how to play this. As if reading her thoughts he turned to her and 

apologised. He could see his arrangements made her uncomfortable but he had only wanted to 

repay her help identifying Geoff today. He had thought she might still be nervous about being 

recognised at the airport and hoped his company would reassure her. Of course he had not 

reckoned on her native costume, which was quite ingenious in the circumstances and not 

unbecoming. He had been mistaken and regretted it. She would not see him again once they landed. 

He hoped she might forgive him the presumption? And she wanted to, but hesitated. It was not his 

fault they had ended up sharing a room last night. And he had taken her along only because she 

pleaded. And she had felt safe, it had been fun and interesting and many other things. But the thing 

was she now knew even if she never saw him again, he could still be watching in all sorts of ways. 

They were not equals in this and that applied to their feelings. 

Their plane soared into the night sky. She took out her phone to check for messages but could only 

stare at it. Now that she had actually met such people her life could never be the same. Every stroke 

of good luck or bad luck would have her suspecting some devious intervention, some sly pulling of 

strings. Every person she met would never be quite what they seemed. Somewhere, he would be 

monitoring the mischief and she would be making it sing, no matter where she went. They belonged 

to different worlds. She said she was glad of their friendship but that it had to have limits, she was 

sure he understood. He nodded curtly and looked away. The plane continued to rise but passengers 

were permitted to undo their seat belts. 
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